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ABSTRACT

The aim of this method is to introduce a general hierarchical process for texture
classification and analysis. It is more exactly intended for discriminating between micro and
macrotextures. Objective features are then extracted according to the evolution of some
parameters during a bottom-up process through an intensity pyramid, making them perceptually
valuable. Moreover, this efficient tool is not inherently very costly in terms of computation.
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INTRODUCTION

Texture is still a problem in computer vision, particularly because there is none standard
definition (Rao, 1990). The word texture has in fact a rich range of meanings even in image
analysis. Let then describe random textures in temis of texture primitives (Haralick, 1979). In
fact, the larger the primitives are, the more macrotextured the image is considered. When an
image is microtextured, there is none extractible primitive. As a possible utilization in an
industrial process, in textile domain for example, the wearing aspect can be quantified through
the evolution from a microtextured surface to a macrotextured one. Let now present our
hierarchical process potentially useful for texture classification and analysis.

THE CONTRIBUTION OF MULTIRESOLUTION PROCESS IN TEXTURE
ANALYSIS

As a possible taxonomy of textures is to divide them into microtextured or macro-
textured ones according to the size of their primitives, a hierarchical process is well adapted.
Indeed, let use a pyramid (Tanimoto et al., 1975) to implement a multiresolution approach in
decreasing order: it contains by definition the same image at different resolution levels
decreasing from one to another.

This concept is so attractive because the lower resolutions provide a global view of the
image, while the higher resolutions provide the details. Specifically, the information of a












